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I. INTRODUCTION

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are of scientific and technological interest due to their many superior physical and chemical properties, for example, their outstanding electrical, optical, and thermal conductivities and mechanical strength.1 However, the perfect crystalline structure, the honeycomb lattice, of CNTs, while being responsible for the excellent properties of the nanotubes, make them also chemically inert, especially in the case of single wall CNTs. By chemically functionalizing CNTs, one can make them more easily applicable for many technical applications, such as acting as a photovoltaic material, as a molecular sensor, etc.1–4 However, usually the methods required for doing that are so invasive that they destroy the perfect structure of a CNT and thus its excellent properties. A carbon-based hybrid material has been proposed to circumvent the problem of how to retain the outstanding properties of a CNT while tailoring it for applications (e.g., by chemical doping). The novel material, the carbon nanobud (CNB),5 consists of a CNT onto which chemically more active fullerenelike structures are covalently bonded during synthesis. The higher reactivity of the fullerene structure is rationalized by its higher curvature creating a higher strain compared to that of a CNT.

Since their discovery in 2007, the carbon nanobuds have attracted a fair amount of interest both in experimental and theoretical studies. It has been shown both experimentally and theoretically that the fullerene sites of a CNB are indeed more reactive and hence more readily functionalized than the nanotube part of it.5 Theoretical simulations also show that the conductance of a nanobud depends on the details of its geometry. The existence of the fullerene moiety on the tube can alter the property of whether the CNT is metallic or a semiconductor.2–11 Some of the nanobud geometries even generate an unpaired spin at the connection point of the fullerene part to the nanotube or to a graphene layer, causing the CNB to have a magnetic moment.2,15

Besides the many theoretical and experimental studies, there are still open questions left, especially regarding functionality of CNBs. Since one motivating property for introducing the CNB was its chemical activity, it is interesting to see how different absorbents on a CNB affect the electronic transport properties in it. In other words, is it possible to create by chemically functionalizing the reactive fullerene sites perturbations that can be detected as changes in measured properties along the associated tube parts? With a positive answer, it will be important if or when CNBs are used for developing, for example, molecular sensors.

Here we study theoretically the behavior of carbon nanobuds under chemical doping. In order to investigate mechanisms behind variation in conductance caused by attached molecules and atoms, we chose two extreme units that are known to act as strong electron donors or acceptors, Li and F atoms, respectively. While behaving either electronegatively (F) or electropositively (Li), we can study how these extreme geometries even generate an unpaired spin at the connection point of the fullerene part to the nanotube or to a graphene layer, causing the CNB to have a magnetic moment.2,15

The calculations are performed using the density functional theory combined with the Landauer-Büttiker electron transport
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formalism. Our simulations show that these chemically bonded units alter the conductance of a CNB by two mechanisms: by modifying the potential barriers at the nanotube and by moving the relative position of the Fermi level.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents briefly the density functional theory method combined with the electron transport formalism. Implementation of the gate potential is also presented in the section. In Sec. III the constructed model systems for the various hypothetical nanobud structures are described and their electronic structure and transport simulation results are presented. In Sec. IV effects of functionalization on the CNBs by doping them with Li and F atoms and a TTF molecule are studied. In Sec. V, the simulation results are combined and compared as a function of the gate potential. The paper is concluded in Sec. VI.

II. SIMULATION METHODS

The calculations are done based on the density functional theory using a FHI-aims implementation. We use a PBE exchange correlation functional and include van der Waals corrections. The transport calculations are done using a Landauer-Büttiker formalism, which is also implemented in the FHI-aims code. The methods are known to give accurate enough approximations and still work efficiently for large system sizes. In our calculations, we use a double numeric plus a polarization basis set of the numerical atom-centered orbital basis functions.

First the Kohn-Sham equations are iterated using a periodic supercell approximation. After the convergence, the system is embedded between semi-infinite nanotube leads for the transport calculations. The leads are connected to the ends of the CN part of a carbon nanobud configuration.

The retarded Green’s function of the system is calculated using nonreflecting open boundary conditions,

\[ E - \hat{H}_0 - \sum_i \Sigma^r_i(E)G^r(r,r';E) = \delta(r - r'), \]

where \( \hat{H}_0 \) is the Hamiltonian of the CNB region and \( \Sigma^r_i \) are the so-called self-energies of the semi-infinite leads. In charge-doped systems, the boundary conditions are evaluated using plain nanotubes with the same relative charge doping densities as in the case of carbon nanobuds. From the \( \hat{G} \) we can then evaluate the electronic transmission between leads one and two, connected to the tube ends, using

\[ T(E)_{1-2} = \int_{\delta \Omega_1} \int_{\delta \Omega_2} \int_{\delta \Omega_1} \int_{\delta \Omega_2} d\mathbf{r}_1 d\mathbf{r}'_1 d\mathbf{r}_2 d\mathbf{r}'_2 \times \Gamma_1(\mathbf{r}_1,\mathbf{r}'_1) G^r(\mathbf{r}'_1,\mathbf{r}_2) \Gamma_2(\mathbf{r}_2,\mathbf{r}'_2) G^a(\mathbf{r}'_2,\mathbf{r}_1), \]

where \( i\Gamma_1 = 2i\Im(\Sigma^r_1) \) and \( \delta \Omega_{1-2} \) are the boundaries to the leads. \( G^a \) is the so-called advanced Green’s function, here being the complex conjugate of \( G^r \). Finally the conductance is calculated using the Landauer-Büttiker formula,

\[ G = \frac{2e^2}{h} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} T(E) \left\{ -\frac{\partial f(E)}{\partial E} \right\} dE. \]

At a lead connection point, a reference potential, \( \epsilon_{\text{min}} \), of the semi-infinite lead and the tube end of CNB is matched. The reference potential \( \epsilon_{\text{min}} \) in our all-electron calculations is the average of the smallest Kohn-Sham eigenvalues from the eigenstates localized to the atoms close to the connection of the carbon nanobud to the semi-infinite leads. Every eigenstate of the smallest eigenvalues in all-electron calculations is well localized to distinct atoms, thus making their determination easy by simply projecting to atom-centered basis functions. Green’s function calculations for the semi-infinite leads are performed using both neutral and charged leads. However, in practice both cases give identical results for the CNB conductance, because since the potential levels of leads match with the levels of nanotube ends of CNB, the small differences in the charge densities between Green’s functions of the lead (when charged) and the CNB do not affect the conductance (compared to the neutral case).

Similarly, as for example, in field-effect transistors (FETs), also in these nanostructures, a gate voltage can be utilized to change the electrostatic potential, and thus it can be used to control the electronic current by pulling or pushing electrons from/to the leads to/from a nanostructure area depending on the electrostatic potential it creates. While the dimensions of the nanostructure are small compared to a typical gate electrode, the change of the electrostatic potential can be assumed to affect the whole nanostructure area uniformly. This is analogous with the back gate structure in FETs, where the gate voltage affects from below an insulating surface layer. Hence, it can be justified to mimic the effect of the gate voltage inversely by adding electrons to the system or removing them, solving the system at equilibrium, and measuring the potential. However, since we use the periodic supercell approximation for solving the Kohn-Sham equations, the size of the supercell can affect the local charge density, and thus the magnitude of the gate potential. This may happen if the extra charges do not occupy only local states but extend over the whole nanostructure. While we are interested in the trend of the effect of the gate potential and use practically the same size for the supercells, this should not matter. However, for the sake of comparison analysis, and usability and reproducibility of the results, we have defined the gate potential \( E_{\text{gate}} \) as

\[ E_{\text{gate}} = E_{\text{Fermi}} - \epsilon_{\text{min}} - E_0, \]

where \( E_{\text{Fermi}} \) is the Fermi level of the carbon nanobud system and \( \epsilon_{\text{min}} \) is the reference potential level introduced above for the transport calculations. Here \( \epsilon_{\text{min}} \) represents the relative bottom energy of the system used for comparisons of the Fermi level changes. The potential \( E_0 \) of a charge neutral system sets the zero level for the gate potential \( E_{\text{gate}} \).

III. PRISTINE NANOBUDS

A. The geometry of carbon nanobuds

The detailed structures of the CNBs are not easily and clearly shown in the experiments available, but it seems that the sizes and shapes of the fullerene-like parts, “buds,” and the fullerene-nanotube connections, “necks,” appear in various forms. Statistical size measurements on the basis of high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) images suggest that the majority of fullerences consists of derivatives from C_{42} and C_{60}. The “buds” in the CNB samples
have been characterized also by their sizes based on scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analyses. The size distribution indicates that “buds” of the size of a C_{60} fullerene are most abundant, roughly 25%,\textsuperscript{5} but there are also significant amounts of smaller buds, compatible with, for example, the size of a smaller C_{42} fullerene.

There are several theoretical calculations studying the possible structures of C_{60} carbon nanobuds,\textsuperscript{7,8,10} and they can be classified in two main types of geometries: either a (nearly) perfect fullerene cage that is covalently bonded to a CNT via a few carbon bonds\textsuperscript{8,10,11} or the fullerene part is merged to the CNT by a thicker, hollow neck.\textsuperscript{7,10}

In this work we concentrate only on model systems that are based on the C_{60} derivatives. In order to study the effect of the geometry on the transport properties of CNBs, we have created several model structures, including both of the major CNB types, perfect fullerene balls (A) and hollow necks (B–D), as shown in Fig. 1. The CNT parts of the CNBs A–C are semiconducting (when as separate tubes, but also as a part of the carbon nanobud configurations as we shall see below) (14,0) structures, whereas the tube in D is (8,8) metallic, similarly as separately but also as a part of the CNB. Apart from the structure A, the geometries have been created by removing atoms from the tube and a C_{60} molecule in a symmetric fashion to generate five, six, seven, or eight rings and exclusively three coordinated carbon atoms in the neck area. The structures A, B, and D are similar to the ones in the paper by Nasibulin \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{5} and the model A is also close to the CNB used in the simulations by Wu \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{8,11}

The geometries have been optimized using DFT until forces are less than 1e-2 eV/Å. The supercell is 30-Å long for the structures with a (14,0) nanotube and 25-Å long for the structure with an (8,8) tube. A vacuum layer of 20 Å has been used.

We have not attempted to study the kinetic stability of the model structures in more detail, that would merit a separate investigation, but we have used two ways to look at their relative energies: first, the total formation energy relative to the same number of free atoms divided by the number of atoms in the configuration; and another one based on

\[ \Delta E = E_{\text{CNB}} - E_{\text{CNT}} - \frac{N}{60} E_{\text{C}_{60}}, \]

where \( E_{\text{CNB}} \) is the total energy of a CNB, \( E_{\text{CNT}} \) is the total energy of a pristine CNT of the same length and size as the nanotube in the CNB, \( E_{\text{C}_{60}} \) is the total energy of a fullerene, and \( N \) is the number atoms in the bud part of the CNB. The latter definition approximates the strain energies in the necks of the model configurations although it is not straightforward since different necks have different numbers of atoms. The energies for the used structures using both definitions are given in Table I.

A fused C_{60} and a nanotube are thermodynamically less favorable than separate intact molecules and therefore the formation energy relative to them is positive. However, based on Eq. (5), the structure A is predicted to have the smallest strain, which is due to it being closest to the intact separate molecules (see Table I). Nevertheless, the structure might not be kinetically very stable as only two bonds hold otherwise independently stable moieties together. In the other structures, the strain is larger, but the formation energy of structure C is practically the same as for A. We interpret this to derive from a smaller number of fullerelike atoms which compensates for the strain. Overall, the formation energies of all the structures relative to free atoms are of the same order and we consider all the models as possible structures.

### B. Charge transport properties of pristine nanobuds

We start by analyzing charge transmission properties of nonfunctionalized, pristine carbon nanobuds of the structures A–D described in the previous section at charged and neutral states. The electron transmission curves and the density of states (DOS) are shown for the configurations in Fig. 2. Note that in the simulations the minimum number of charges that is added to the system is two, in order to avoid any problems related to spin polarization.

The charge neutral results agree well with the calculation results reported in literature.\textsuperscript{9,11} The local electron states in the fullerene parts of the carbon nanobuds are seen as additional sharp spikes of DOS compared to pure CNTs. They are located at different energies for different CNBs, but all the semiconducting systems A, B, and C have additional ones inside the CNT energy gap. A similar outcome is reported also for the carbon nanobud systems by He \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{10} Additionally, the metallic configuration D has sharp spikes of density of
in the semiconducting configurations (A–C) (see DOS panels in Fig. 2). Here, the Fermi level is defined to be in the middle of the energy gap and when a CNB has additional occupied or unoccupied states in the energy gap (compared with the corresponding pristine CNT) their positions define the new location for the Fermi level. The character of the fullerene part of pulling electrons from the nanotube part makes the Fermi level of the joint CNB move down in energy when compared with the corresponding pure nanotube (light green lines in Fig. 2).

When the carbon nanobud systems are charged by adding or removing electrons to/from the systems, the charges do not localize only in the fullerene parts of the carbon nanobuds but spread quite uniformly to the nanotubes, too (see the left panels in Fig. 3). Since also in the nanotube side of a fullerene-nanotube connection (neck) of a CNB are found local states, a better way to visualize the conduction properties of a system is the position of its Fermi level; see transmission curves in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2 the DOS curves are given only for charge neutral systems for the clarity reasons, but their movements are easy to imagine. In the cases of semiconducting carbon nanobuds (configurations A–C), when electrons are removed (the system p-doped), the edges of the conduction bands of the carbon nanobuds (that are effectively the same edges as found in the corresponding pure carbon nanotubes) move to the Fermi level, causing the systems to conduct. Instead, if electrons are added to the systems (n-doped), then the conduction bands move only closer to the Fermi level (in the cases of carbon nanobud configurations B and C) without conduction, because the extra electrons occupy the local states of the nanobuds. The nanobud configuration A, the geometry with a nearly isolated fullerene cage connected to a CNT, behaves quite similarly to a pristine carbon nanotube. There the first unoccupied local state

states close to the Fermi level, as seen also in earlier studies, staying metallic as it has been reported elsewhere, too.

In our model configurations, the nanotube parts are long enough, so that (with the periodic boundary conditions) the bud parts are fairly well separated from their mirror images, and thus the local states of the fullerene parts do not interact or correlate with each other. This is visible in the density of states (Fig. 2) as the additional spikes compared to the CNTs stay well separated from the Fermi level in the energy gap, and the systems do not conduct, except naturally in the case of the metallic CNT (configuration D). The local states can be visualized in the charge density figures (Fig. 3), too. There, all the fullerene parts of the carbon nanobuds bear a small overall negative charge (blue). Simultaneously, the necks of the carbon nanobuds (the connection area of the bud parts to the tube parts) are somewhat positively charged (red). In simulations reported in the literature both positively and negatively charged fullerene parts of CNBs are observed, and it is likely that there are some dependencies on the geometrical details to the charge distribution of a CNB.

The charge relocations between the CNT part and the bud part can also be seen as a shift of the Fermi level, especially in the semiconducting configurations (A–C) (see DOS panels in Fig. 2). Here, the Fermi level is defined to be in the middle of the energy gap and when a CNB has additional occupied or unoccupied states in the energy gap (compared with the corresponding pristine CNT) their positions define the new location for the Fermi level. The character of the fullerene part of pulling electrons from the nanotube part makes the Fermi level of the joint CNB move down in energy when compared with the corresponding pure nanotube (light green lines in Fig. 2).

When the carbon nanobud systems are charged by adding or removing electrons to/from the systems, the charges do not localize only in the fullerene parts of the carbon nanobuds but spread quite uniformly to the nanotubes, too (see the left panels in Fig. 3). Since also in the nanotube side of a fullerene-nanotube connection (neck) of a CNB are found local states, a better way to visualize the conduction properties of a system is the position of its Fermi level; see transmission curves in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2 the DOS curves are given only for charge neutral systems for the clarity reasons, but their movements are easy to imagine. In the cases of semiconducting carbon nanobuds (configurations A–C), when electrons are removed (the system p-doped), the edges of the conduction bands of the carbon nanobuds (that are effectively the same edges as found in the corresponding pure carbon nanotubes) move to the Fermi level, causing the systems to conduct. Instead, if electrons are added to the systems (n-doped), then the conduction bands move only closer to the Fermi level (in the cases of carbon nanobud configurations B and C) without conduction, because the extra electrons occupy the local states of the nanobuds. The nanobud configuration A, the geometry with a nearly isolated fullerene cage connected to a CNT, behaves quite similarly to a pristine carbon nanotube. There the first unoccupied local state
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is close to the conduction band, and the extra electrons move the Fermi level to the band, causing the system to conduct. However, since the kinetic stability of the carbon nanobud geometry A can be questioned, one can summarize that the kinetically stable semiconducting carbon nanobuds are easier to \( p \)-dope than \( n \)-dope.

In semiconductors, at finite temperature it is sufficient if the conduction band is close to the Fermi level to make the system conduct, because the electrons can have enough energy to hop into the conduction band. By using Fermi broadening in the electron transmission curves, one can estimate the conductance values at finite temperatures. The conductance values for different charged nanobuds are collected in Fig. 4 at temperatures 100 and 300 K. The conductance values are not sensitive to the used temperatures, as the results are quite similar for both temperatures. Here the asymmetry of conductances of the \( p \)-doping and \( n \)-doping can still be seen as the configurations B and C conduct better with +2e charges than with -2e. With the charges +4e and -4e the differences have evened out. Trivially, in the metallic configuration D as strong changes in the Fermi levels are not seen as in the semiconducting systems A, B, and C. However, also there the spiky structure of the DOS has an effect on the conductance, as the exact positions of the peaks move to and from the Fermi level.

Besides the Fermi level movements, the conductance is also affected by the potential walls, that exist in the paths of the charge carriers within the carbon nanobuds. The walls are different for the charge neutral and the charged systems, which can be seen as different shapes in the electron transmission curves. The effect is smaller than the changes in the Fermi level of the CNBs, but still noticeable.

IV. FUNCTIONALIZATION OF THE NANOBUDS

A. Geometry of functionalized nanobuds

Since the main motivation for this study is to investigate the sensitivity of the CNBs to chemical doping and how that could be detected, a straightforward way to execute that is to attach atoms to the systems and investigate their effects on the DOS and conductivity. As explained in Introduction, stronger curvature due to the carbon atom five rings in the fullerene parts of carbon nanobuds make them more reactive than the pristine, rolled sheets of graphene in the carbon nanotubes. Therefore, adatoms attach more easily on the fullerene parts of CNBs than on the nanotubes. Also the necks, the fullerene-nanotube connection areas of CNBs, could be active due to their other than six ring structures. However, curvature is opposite the one in the bud part, and space for additional molecules or atoms could be too tight, due to steric repulsion. In any case, the neck as a possible location for functionalization cannot be totally neglected, especially in case adatoms can penetrate into the CNB and attach to its wall from inside. Anyhow, in this paper we use as a possible functionalization location only the top of the fullerene part of a CNB, as motivated by the paper by Raula et al. To study the effect of functionalization we add and withdraw electrons to/from the nanobud by using Li (electron donor) and F (electron acceptor) adatoms. It is known that Li and F atoms can be attached fairly easily to nanotubes, too. However, as explained above, since the aim of this paper is not to investigate the possible locations of the adatoms that have been investigated elsewhere, we place the atoms directly on the top of the fullerene part. In all the systems we use an even number of adatoms. In part this is motivated by guaranteeing the safe handling of the spin polarization in the calculations but also as a reference to real functionalization reactions that typically result in two functional groups at the nanostructure surface in either an ortho or a para position. The former, the ortho position, separates the adatoms with one carbon bond along the vertex of two six membered rings, whereas the latter with three bonds in the same six membered ring. In order to discover trends we use two and 24 adatoms of each type to study the increasing polarization of the bud. The structures with 24 adatoms are created by placing the adatoms at the bud top followed by a geometry optimization.

In order to investigate the effect of more applicable molecules, and not only simple light atoms, we study the tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) molecule (Fig. 5) attached at the top of the bud of each CNB configuration. TTF is known as a strong electron donor in charge transfer complexes. Its derivative has also been covalently attached to \( C_{60} \) in fullerene chemistry, thus making it as a viable candidate molecule for carbon nanobud chemistry, as well. The TTF molecule is attached in an ortho fashion, in the vertex of two six-rings, as explained above. In the structure A there is a six-ring at the bud top, whereas, for example, in the structure C at the top there is a five-ring and therefore the TTF molecule is positioned “radially” from the bud top, and thus the TTF configurations vary from each other somewhat, as will be seen later.

FIG. 5. A schematic picture of the tetrathiafulvalene molecule, which has been used to probe the effects of functionalization. The bonds at left are connected to the bud part of the carbon nanobud in an ortho position, (i.e., to neighboring carbon atoms).
B. Charge transport of carbon nanobuds with Li and F atoms

Li and F adatoms change the local electronic structure of the bud part of the carbon nanobud, as can be seen in the charge density figures [Figs. 6(a) and 6(c)] for the carbon nanobud configuration B with two added Li and F atoms, respectively. This is in contrast to the case, presented in Sec. III, where extra electrons were added or removed from the system, and the extra negative or positive charges spread quite uniformly to the system. The fact that the two adatoms, Li and F atoms, change the charge densities only in the bud parts is the same for all the studied CNB configurations A–D (Fig. 6 for configuration B is a representative case). While the bud parts of the carbon nanobuds bear a net negative charge, both Li and F atoms cause the neck to stay positively charged, even when Li pushes and F pulls electrons to/from the bud part. However, when polarization is taken to an extreme with 24 adatoms [see Figs. 6(b) for Li and 6(d) for F], then the charge effects are also seen in the CNT part.

The adatoms have fairly big effects on the local electronic structure of the nanobuds, shown in Fig. 7 for configurations B and C. The results for the other configurations A and D are similar and not shown for compactness. As a reference, for the F atoms we show two configurations for the placement of the atoms, ortho and para. In the DOS close to the Fermi level clear changes are seen in all the cases. However, the changes are less dramatic in the electron transmission curves that stay almost unaffected for most of the carbon nanobud geometries. In a few cases relatively large shifts in the Fermi level are observed, such as in the configuration C with two Li atoms [Fig. 7(c)]. This may be not due to a property of the carbon nanobud itself, but more related to the positioning of the adatoms in the bud parts, as illustrated with the two different F atom positioning in the nanobud configuration C: While the F atoms in the para position shift the Fermi level quite a lot, the ortho position has a very minor effect [Fig. 7(d)].

While two Li and F atoms cause only small differences in conductivity of the carbon nanobuds compared with the pristine ones, a larger number of atoms have much more noticeable effects as shown in Fig. 8. The minor effect with two small adatoms may be due to the small volume of

FIG. 6. (Color) Hirschfeld charge analysis for the carbon nanobud configuration B with added Li [two in (a) and 24 in (b)], and F [two in (c) and 24 in (d)] atoms. The diagrams on the left of all the figures show the average of the charges along the radial axis (averaged over the other two coordinates) and gray areas mark the maxima and minima of the charge values of the planes at the corresponding radial coordinates.

FIG. 7. (Color online) The electron transmission curves (upmost panels) and density of states (two adatoms in the middle panels and 24 atoms in the lowest panels) for the nanobud configuration B, with attached (a) Li and (b) F atoms, and C, with attached (c) Li and (d) F atoms. The F atoms are positioned as two different configurations, ortho and para, in the transport and electronic structure simulations. The dashed black lines show the transmission and the DOS curves of the corresponding pristine CNB configurations.

FIG. 8. (Color online) The conductance values of different carbon nanobud configurations A (blue circles), B (red crosses), C in para positions (green triangles), and D (black diamonds) as a function of the number of (a) Li and (b) F atoms with Fermi broadening at 300 K.
the same as in Fig. 3. The transmission curves (upper panels) and the density of states (lower panels) of the nanobud configurations (c) B and (d) C with TTF molecules. The dashed black lines show the transmission and the DOS curves of the corresponding pure CNBs. Whether (a) or not (b) there is a six-ring at the bud top, the positioning of the TTF molecule on the bud differs substantially, as explained in Sec. IV A.

FIG. 9. (Color) The Hirschfeld charge distributions for nanobud configurations (a) B and (b) C with TTF molecules. The axes are the same as in Fig. 3. The transmission curves (upper panels) and the density of states (lower panels) of the nanobud configurations (c) B and (d) C with TTF molecules. The dashed black lines show the transmission and the DOS curves of the corresponding pure CNBs. Whether (a) or not (b) there is a six-ring at the bud top, the positioning of the TTF molecule on the bud differs substantially, as explained in Sec. IV A.

the extra electrons they can donate or accept, whereas the larger number of atoms have a much bigger total volume of electrons for donation or acceptance. For the applicability of the carbon nanobuds, as, for example, a sensor, it is interesting to notice that the direction of conductance changes in all the semiconducting nanobud configurations (A–C) is the same with both Li and F atoms and both ortho and para positions: increasing. However, in the case of the metallic nanobud configuration D it does not happen. Generally, the details in the electronic structure close to the Fermi level have big effects on the conductance values. Adatoms change the structure of DOS, which then changes conductance in a nonsystematic way in metallic systems. It is also quite likely that different metallic CNBs behave very differently, and thus applicability of the metallic carbon nanobuds as sensors can be left in doubt.

C. Charge transport of carbon nanobuds with TTF molecules

The charge transfer from Li atoms are local to the fullerene part of the CNB. Similarly, also in the case of a more applicable molecule TTF, its addition results in a negative charge in the bud part, as can be seen in Figs. 9(a) and 9(c) for CNB configurations B and C. This can also be seen in the shapes of the transmission curves [Figs. 9(b) and 9(d)] that remain unaffected after attaching TTF molecules. While the TTF molecule changes the electronic structure of the bud part quite a bit (see the DOS curves in Fig. 9), it hardly affects the underlying nanotube part. The clear shift of the Fermi level can be seen in the transmission curves of Fig. 9, but the change is not large enough to bring the conduction band to the Fermi level. Therefore, a carbon nanobud functionalized with a TTF molecule will not make a semiconducting CNT to conduct without applied gate voltage.

FIG. 10. (Color online) The conductance values of different carbon nanobud configurations A (blue circles), B (red crosses), C (green triangles), and D (black diamonds) as a (a) pristine CNB and with adatoms, (b) two Li and (c) two F atoms, and (d) a single TTF molecule, as a function of the gate potential. The Fermi broadening at 300 K is used.

V. EFFECT OF GATE VOLTAGE

In order to compare the transport results of the different CNB configurations as pristine, with different adatoms, and with the TTF molecule, and also to plot them using more generally applicable units, the conductance is shown as a function of the gate potential in Fig. 10. The gate potential is calculated from electrostatic potential levels of charged and neutral self-consistent calculations using Eq. (4) as described in Sec. II. One should note that the sign of the gate potential is opposite the sign of the added charge (used in Fig. 4) as the added charge is compensated with the oppositely signed background potential (i.e., the gate potential), due to the fact that the total charge in the actual calculation always has to vanish and the system must be neutral.

When the gate potential is increased (or decreased), the semiconducting carbon nanobud configurations A–C start to conduct at approximately the same gate potential $V_c$. When the adatoms are included, then the variations in $V_c$ are increased. However, on average the electron donors (Li, TTF) shift $V_c$ up in potential, whereas the electron acceptor F atoms move it down. Hence the perturbations that increase or decrease the number of electrons in the carbon nanobuds, should be detectable in the nanotubes of the semiconducting CNBs.
difference relative to the specific geometry A–C of a CNB is smaller with TTF than with Li or F atoms. In addition, the effect is stronger with positive doping (F) than with a negative doping (Li). This is due to the fact that the bud parts of the pristine carbon nanobuds tend to attract electrons by themselves and with electro-positive doping the attraction is enhanced.

The effect of functionalized carbon nanobuds on transport behavior of metallic CNTs is more complicated than in the semiconducting ones. The density of states close to the Fermi level is spiky, and the detailed position of the spikes depends on the specific structure of a nanobud. Even if a response of doping can be measured along the tube, the behavior is most likely not systematic, and in the worst case, the changes average out to zero.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the effects of F and Li adatoms and a covalently bonded TTF molecule on the electronic structure and transport properties of carbon nanobuds as four different configurations are simulated. In the simulations, the adatoms affect the electronic structure of the carbon nanobuds. The effect, however, stays mainly in the fullerene part of the carbon nanobud and does not extend to the related nanotube, and thus the potential wall of the nanotube part of a CNB stays almost the same. On the other hand, the relative position of the Fermi level moves, and changes in the conductance of a sensor. Furthermore, in that case, the effects should be detectable along the nanotube part of the CNB. This may be difficult in case the inherent electro-negative property of the fullerene part is not satisfied, as happens here without applied gate potential with a TTF molecule and when there are only two F or Li atoms.
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